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Froblems of Federal Leadershlp

BTIAGWATT I'. IDUA

The Indian Republic is an experiment.in the co-existence of many
religious, ethnic and iinguistic minorities. The national endeavor
since Independence has been about the building of unity in diversity
in a federal framework. In the post-Independence years, the focus
was on how to hold the country together. The integration of
princely states was a tremendous feat well accomplished, as was
the reorganization of states along linguistic lines. In the mid-
sixties, the south, where there had been earlier some movement
for separation from the Indian [Jnion, saw violence over the
official language policy. But the political pfocess worked to defuse
the crisis.. The decade of the seventies was one of cumulative crises
that resulted in the political Emergency of L975--77. The system
survived though not untarnished. The eighties were expected to be
a decade of hope, but there may be more fear than hope as the
nineties begin. Although the political system has survived such
crises, this should not be taken necessarily as an optimistic sign, as,
over the years, the consensual fra.rnework of the national enterprise
has been damaged.

The primary concern of this chapter is to understand the politics
of the development of the federal system through a comparative
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analysis of the strategies of leadership employed to combat
secessionist tendencies, with special reference to Punjab and the
northeast. The main argument is that the Central Governments
led by Jawaharlal Nehru (194744) tended to rely on state party
leaders to domesticate separatist forces, while those led by Indira
Gandhi (7966-77;1980-84) tended to bypass state-level leaders
and build alliances with such forces for partisan purposes. Thus the
credibility of the Central Government to play a mediating and
compromising role has come to be damaged or even lost, and
repairing and restoring this credibility is vital to the proper working
of the federal system in India.'

Onrcnro or rBE Puxnn Grusrg

The alienation of many Sikhs in Funjatr has had a number of
explanations, including the military action at the Golden lfemple
in June 1984; the carnage that followed Indira Gandhi's assassination
in October 1984; assimilationist fears and the rise of Sikh funda-
mentalism; perceptions of economic discrimination agairrst Punjab;
Hindu fundamentalism both inside and outside Punjab; conflict
between a secular Indian model of politics and a sacred Sikh model
of politics. These explanations need to be undemtood in the context
of periodic demands for a Sikh homeland.

The demand for a Sikh state originated before Independence,
for example in Master Tara Singh's statement in August 1944 that
'the Sikhs were a nation and if there was going to be a division of
the country then they should not be made slaves of Pakistan or
Hindustan.'2 Less than two years later, the Akali Dal adopted an
official resolution demanding creation of 'a Sikh State which
would include a substantial majority of the Sikh population and
their sacred shrines and historical gurdwaras."'Ihe British Govern-
ment had sympathy for the Sikhs but did not give serious thought
to the demand because Sikhs were not in a majority in any significant
part of Punjab.a The demographic picture in Punjab changed after
Partition with resettlement of Sikh refugees from west Punjab. A
Punjabi-speaking Sikh-dominant area within Punjab could be
identified and the Akali Dal began to press for an arrangement

PrcDfan o[ Fodrml frefcrttp ,t

that would give Sikhs political control over this area. [n February
1948, Master Tara Singh announced 'we want to have a province
where we can safeguard our culture and our tradition . . . we have a
culture different from the Hindus. Our culture is Gurmukhi culture,
and our literature is also in Gurmukhi script'.s The 1951 Census in
Punjab was marked by skirmishes between Hindus and Sikhs over
the language issue. The States Reorganisation Commission of 1955

rejected the demand for a Punjabi Suba on the ground that

the Punjabi and Hindi languages as spoken in the Punjab [were]
akin to each other and [were] both well-understood by all
sections of the people of the State . . . . The case for a Punjabi-
speaking State fails, firstly, because it lacks the general support
of the people inhabiting the area, and secondly, because it will
not eliminate any of the causes of friction from which the
demand for a separate Punjabi-speaking State emanates. The
proposed State will solve neither the language problem nor the
communal problem and, far from removing internal tension,
which exists between communal and not linguistic and regional
groups, it might fi.lrther exacerbate the existing feelings.5

The Commission instead proposed the merger of the Patiala and
East Punjab States Union (PEPSU) and Himachal Pradesh into a
bigger and bilinguat Punjab as a way to d'efuse the communal
problem.T Akali reaction to the report was radically expressed by
Master Tara Singh: 'A decree of Sikh annihilation has been passed.

We are face to face with a calamity greater than that of 1947. The
catastrophe of 1947 finished thousands of Sikhs. The report of the
States Reorganisation Comrnission wipes us out from the face of
the world'.8 The Akali Dal launched a peaceful agitation in support
of its demands and against the Commission.

Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru was sensitive to the political
climate in Punjab and entered into a negotiated settlement with
Master Tara Singh in February 1956. PEPSU was merged with
Punjab, but Himachal Pradesh was retained as a separate state.
Punjab was declared a bilingual state, but a regional formula was

devised which identified Punjabi-speaking and Hindi-speaking
regions of the state in order to give each region a limited degree of
autonomy in linguistic and economic development.e As a result of
this settlement, the Akali Dal decided to merge into the Punjab
Congress.
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The regional formula was well-devised but badly administered"

In 1957 the Hindi Samiti launched a'Save Flindi' agitation and

asked for modificatior;rs in the regional forrnula. In 1958 Master

Tara Singh charged Chief lvtinister Partap Singh Kairon win.tlting
to safegriard the rights of the Sikhs, and organized a Punjabi Suba

conferJnce under the frusteeship of Sant Fateh Singh' The next

threeyearsofAkaliagitationalpoliticstestedthestrengthofthe
Congress state adminiitration, but Kairon (Nehru's trusted'Lion
of pinjab,) proved more than a match for the agitators. He caused

a schism in- the Dal culrninating in the elevation of Sant Fateh

SinghtotheleadershipoftheAkaliDalinlg65,tothedisappoint.
ment of Master Tara Singh.

The Nehru-Kairon partnership worked Well to contain the Punjabi

Subademand.WhileChiefMinisterKairontlluntedtheAkali
agitations, Prime Minister Nehru gcnerated national opinion for

tie rejection of the Suba demand. In 196I he told Parliament that

the demand for the Suba was 'a comntunal demand, even though it
was given a linguistic base' and that the formation of Suba would

invitl "Cisaster, and disaster to the po.r Punjabi State or the Suba

that might be forrned, absolute rjisaster to it''10 Nehru rejected the

Suba demand because he perceived it to be primarily communal in

nature, while the nationaiist fear was that a Punjabi Suba would

become over a period of time a base for a secessionist movement

in an especially sensitive area and so endanger the territorial

integrity of the countrY.l'
Tf,e iolitical climate changed both in New Delhi and in Punjab

withthedeathofNehruandtheresignationofKaironin1964.
Sant Fateh Singh met Prime Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri in

August 1965 and argued that he wanted a Punjabi Suba purely on

a liirguistic basis and was not concerned whether Sikhs-were in

ma;ority or minority." Shastri initially refused to accept his

dernani, but following the 1965 wanrith Pakistan, and a threat

from the Sant to immolate hirnself, the Prime Minister entered

into negotiations with him' Punjab was bifurcated into a Punjabi-

speakin-g Punjab and a tlindi-speaking Haryana on L November

1966."
Although the struggle for a Punjabi Suba lffas over, the Akalis

now found themselves in a frustrating p'osition of not being able to

form a government on their own in the new Punjab even with a

Sikh-maJority population of 56 per cent" Between 1967 and 1971'

Punjab experienced four United Front governments' one of which

had all Akali defectors under the rubric of the Janata party while

the others were led by the Akali Dal' But the Central Government

fea Uy Prime Ministei lndira Gandhi did not allow any one of these

i;;a;y in office for long' After two spells of President's Rule' the
-ongi"r, under Giani Zail Singh returned in the 1972 Assembly

electlons with a comfortable majority of 66 seats in a 1O4-member

legislature.'n
?h" experience of the Akalis had not been pleasant' They had

had to compromise their panthic approach.to politics by coalescing

*irft Oir"tg"nt political formationi lncluding the Hindu-dominant

l"n S"ngnl They had not been able to maintain internal cohesion

in their iwn party because of defections induced by the resourceful

Congress. Furthermore, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's tactical

use of federal resources and decrees of President's Rule had

demonstrated the power of the Central Government in the making

and unmaking of state governments' It was in the context of this

cumulative eiperience 
"that the Akali Dal formulated the 1973

a,'a,,opu..sahib Resotution which demanded, among other

things, virtual autonomy for the state'

The Akalis did not ugiitrt" for implementation of the Anandpur-

Sahib resolution but altied with the Jan Sangh to oppose Congress'

ettt orrgtt Giani Zail Singh was no Kairon' he managed to olJ-

manoeuvre the Akalis b! successfully exploiting schisms within

itlii pr*y, and building coalitions among a variety of interests'

State Government cabinets were conlmunity-balanced; the State

Government's patronage was widely distributed; and administrative

reforms heavily benefited Punjab's farmers-all these moves pre-

empted any strong Jat Sikh support for the Akali causes' Zail

ii.rgt, utro-pur.o"-d popular if iomewhat communal policies to

upp""ur" th; Sikh ,n"tLt, and was honoured in 1973 by the

Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee (SGPC) when-his

Government completed the Guru Gobind Singh Margthat^linked

a number of religious places connected with the life of Guru

Gobind Singh- tn generai Zail Singh's Government sailed smoothly

except betieen t9Z5 and 1977 whin Akali leaders were jailed for

opposing the EmergencY.'5'iolto'tultg the enl ofine Emergency in1977' the Akali-Janata

coalition uider the leadership of Prakash Singh Badal swept.the

potts wittr 83 seats (58 and 25 respectively) in the 117-seat Assembly'

L
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The Badal Government brought stability and communal harmony

to Punjab. There were factional conflicts within the Akali Dal
between the moderate Badal faction and the extremist Talwandi
Tohra faction, but the intervention of the Akal Takht prevented a

split in the party. There were clashes beginning in 1978 over the

banning of two Nirankari books, the Nirankaris having been

declared 'enemies' of the Sikh panth in 1973 because they worship

a living guru, contrary to Sikh teachings. The Nirankari issue

brought Jarnail Singh Bhindranwale into political prominence and

strained Akali-Janata relations severely, but the partnership did
not break down.'u

However, following the return of trndira Gandhi to power in

1980, the Badal government was one of nine Opposition-led State

Governments dismissed by the new Central Government (following

the precedent set by the Janata Government in 1977). The victory
of the Congress in the 1980 Assembly polls led to Darbara Singh, a

long time rival of Zail Singh in Punjab politics, being nominated

by Prime Minister Gandhi to lead the State Government. The

Akali Dal now began to agitate for the implementation of the 1'973

Anandpur-Sahib Resolution. In early 1983, Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi accepted some of the major religious demands of the

Akalis and announced appointment of the Sarkaria Commission to
review Centre-state relations. But the agitation had acquired a

momentum of its own. The struggle for power within the Akali
Dal exploded when some Sikh extremists led by Bhindranwale
resorted to indiscriminate violence, using the precincts of the

Golden Temple as a sanctuary for their followers. Prime Minister
Gandhi had rarely allowed a chief minister to overcome a crisis on

his own strength, and dismissed the Darbara Singh Government
on 6 October L983. President's Rule followed, but it did not help
restore law and order in the state. [n June 1984 the Indian Army
was employed to flush out extremists from the Golden Temple, an

action which had wide repercussions both in Punjab and in the rest

of the country.''

Problcnlolfodcrrffredrert{l lY,

the tribal population in the region is small, at about 4.3 million,
concentrated in varying proportions to the non-tribal population in

all the administrative units of the region-Mizoram: 94.3 percent;

Nagaland: 88.6 percent; Meghalaya: 80.5 percent; Arunachal

Pradesh: 70.0 percent; Manipur: 31.2 percent; Tripura: 29'0

percent; Assam: 10.9 percent. But the region is strategically

important, and the danger of uncertain tribal loyalties that sharply

cut across domestic and international boundaries has often kept

the region under a kind of quasi-martial law."
The Nagas number more than half a million and inhabit the

steeply ridged terrain on the Indo-Burmese border. They were the

first to disclaim Indian sovereignty. By the mid-fifties, there had

been clashes with the Indian arrny- Since then, they have been in

association with undergrnund elements in other States of the region

as well. In the early eighties, the underground Nationalist socialist

Council of Nagaland (NSCN) was reported collecting other in-

surgents in the area to form the Seven United Liberation Army
(SULA) for a united insurgency in the entire region.

The Nagas are predominantiy Christian and have made a case

that even the British had recognized their claim to be separate

from the rest of British India. A.Z. Phizo, president of the Naga

National Council (NNC), declared the independence of the Naga

hills in 1950 from the state of Assam and the lndian Union. In a

bid to legitimize this declaration, the NNC conducted in 1951 an

urrofficial plebiscite in which the vote seemed to be almost

unanimously for independence. Also Nagas were persuaded to
refrain from participating in any official electoral processes. "Ihe

Nagas neither contested any seat nor voted in the Assam Assembly

elections and parliamentary electiolls of 1951-52."
Prime Minister Nehru was concerned for the Nagas and felt they

should ,neither be treated as anthropological specimens nor drowned

in the sea of Indian humanity'."'His concern was reflected in the

Sixth Schedule of the constitution which delegated to District and

Regional Councils in the tribal areas several municipal powers, in

addition to the management of reserved forests, water resources,

social customs, inheritance of property, etc'2r But Nehru was blunt

in rejecting any Naga demand for independence. In March 1952,

Nehru met Phizo for the first and last time' But though Nehru
brushed Phizo aside, he ditl not give up on the possibility of

Srcncororusx ul lfacaLAxD

Unlike Punjab, the tribal areas of the northeast have experienced
periodic armed insurrections since Independence- The total size of
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winning over the Naga people. Three weeks later Nehru wrote to
the Governor of Assam to make every effort to reduce Naga

alienation: 'The movement for independence among the Nagas is

entirely based on the assumption that Indians are foreigners ruling
over the tribes. Our policy must be aimed at removing this im-
pression.''

Between 1953 and 1956, the Assam police tried to control the

offensive activities of the Phizo underground guerrilla force, but
were not successful. On22 March 1956, the NNC announced from
the Burmese border the establishment of an underground Federal

Government of Nagaland (FGN) in all its constitutional, organ-

izational and territorial details. Confronted with such an open

rebellion, the Central Government ordered the arrest of Phizo,

declared the whole of the Naga hills a disturbed area, and sent the

army to suppress the violent revolt. Within a few months however,

Nehru realued that army actions had alienated even those Nagas

who were opposed to the insurgency. On 28 July 1956, Nehru
wrote to the Defence Minister:

It must always be remembered that if the Nagas are made to
feel that they have no other alternative but to fight and die, they

will prefer doing so. We must give them a better alternative and

seek their cooperation or at least [that] of those who are prepared

to cooperate. This has not been done so far either by the Assam

Government or by our military.'

Nehru badty wanted a political settlement in early 1957. He was

willing to proclaim general amnesty and separate the Naga area

from the rest of Assam in order to grant it more autonomy. But
the Government of Assam declined to accept this suggestion, and

Chief Minister Mehdi threatened to resign if the Naga area was

taken away from Assam.2'Nehru waited until the provincial resist-

ance broke down in September 1957. Meanwhile, a National
People's Convention (NPC) of the overground Nagas had come

into existence and were willing to settle with New Delhi. The NPC

negotiated Statehood for the Naga hills-Tuensang district in March
1960. P. Shilu Ao and a few former members of the NNC formed
an interim Government of Nagaland in February 1961.

In 1963 Phizo sent feelers to New Delhi indicating that he was

willing to meet with Prime Minister Nehru, but Nehru declined to

Problan of lotrlf lfia-ltfil lal

see him. T\e 77 percent turnout in the January 1964 elections to
the Nagaland Assembly and the victory of the Naga Nationalist
Organization (NNO) over the newly-formed National Democratic
Party (NDP), which had advocated a sympathetic attitude towards

the underground forces, demonstrated that Phizo was losing ground

to the moderates and that the Naga people were anxious to return
to peace. Earlier the Baptist Church Council of Nagaland (BCCN)
had arranged for a three-man peace mission (consisting of
J.P. Narayan, B.P. Chaliha and Michael Scott) to help resolve the

insurgency. The mission was sucessful and two days before Nehru's

death on 26May 1964, a ceasefire agreement was concluded. The
agreement was duly endorsed by the Governor of Assam, but
breached soon after the insurgents were able to consolidate their
positions across the international borders.

In general, Nehru dealt with the Naga problem through inter-
mediaries such as Assam governors and chief ministers, and

J..P. Narayan. This kept New Delhi generally insulated from peace

parleys with the rebel leaders. However Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi, although having a sincere desire to resolve the Naga

problem, decided to nreet with Fhizo's men directly. A five-
member delegation led by Kughato Sukhai of the underground
Naga Federa[ Government called on her on 18 February 1966. In
four more meetings that finaliy ended in October 1967, she offered

several concessions but the Naga delegates declined to accept

them. The impact of her direct negotiations with the rebel leaders

was disastrous for the electe.d Nagaland Govemment. Chief Minister

P. Shilu Ao, in office since L961, was crestfallen. 'The leaders of
the so-called "Federal Government'n were enjoying themselves'

None other than the Prime Minister of India was talking to them

and exchanging opinions as equals. And what had happened to the

State Government? It had been literally bypassed by New Delhi
. . . . The overground leaders were sitting in a house of wax which

could be set ablaze by the rebels at pleasure.'2s Following the direct
negotiations, there was a vote of noconfidence in P. Shilu Ao, who

resigned and was replaced by T.N" Angami on 10 August 1965.

Between 1969 and 1984, two interesting patterns emerged in the

politics of Nagaland. First, the most durable state governments
(except during the Janata interregnum at the Central Govemment,
1977-80) were those that were predominantly Congress in compo-
sition and had chief ministers who were personally loyal to Prime
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Minister Gandhi. Second, the urgency and seriousness in resolving
the separatist issue appeared on trndira Gandhi's agenda in direct
proportion to Congress's partisan interests in the state. She took
no initiatives to deal with the insurgents when her protege, Hokishe
Sema, headed the Congress state government between 1!)69 and
1974. However, when the non-Congress Vizol government that
followed tried to work eut a ceasefire agreement with the rebels,
New Delhi was afraid 'that the hostiles were in control of the
state's administrative machinery.'' The Vizol government was
brought down on 9 March 1975 through political defections en-
couraged by the Congress in New Delhi. During President's Rule
between 20 March 1975 and 21 November 1977 that followed, the
Governor ratified on 11 November 1975 the Shillong Accord" the
grounds for which had been prepared by the Vizol government. In
retrospect, it would seem that Prime Minister Indira Gandhi had
not wanted to let a non-Congress government claim the credit for
bringing peace to the state" Following the 1982 Assembly Elections,
S.C. Jamir led the new Congress government, and dverground
political rivals were to make allies among underground rivals.2'

Spcrcoroxrox nr Dftzonrr

Like the Nagas, the Mizos are mostly Christian, and were organized
in an Autonomous Hill District of Assam under the Sixth Schedule
of the Constitution. There were no signs of insurgency among the
Mizos until the failure of the dssam Government to provide timely
relief in a famine following an outbreak of plague in 1959.8 The
Mizo Union, which controlled the Mizo District Council, accused
the Assam Government of indifference and callousness. Batches
of volunteers, organized into a Mizo, National Famine Front
(MNFF), crossed the international border and brought back bags
of rice from the Burmese Chin tribesrnen. After the famine, the
MNFF renamed itself the Mizo National Front (MNF) under the
leadership of L.C. Laldenga and contested the 1962 elections to
the Mizo District Council. It was defeated. Laldenga then began to
preach openly the secession of the Mizo hills from the Indian
Union. On 30 October 1965, the MNF wrote a long memorandum

ProDlor o[ Fodad L.aGrLte rot

to Prime Minister Shastri disclaiming any historical association

between the Mizos and the rest of India' 'The only aspiration and

political cry is the creation of Mizoram, a free and sovereign State

io gonern itself, to work out her own destiny and to formulate her

own foreign policy.''
The MNF declared independence of Mizoram in March 1966 in

the midst of looting and shooting in the town of Aizawl' The

Assam government declaretl the whole of Mizo hills a disturbed

area and requested the Central Government for Indian Army
help. Since the MNF had come to control many interior villages,

the military began the evacuation and regrouping of villages to

facilitate its operation against the MNF forces. The social and

economic impact of regrouping villages was disastrous.'Laldenga
asked for a ceasefire agreement subject to certain conditions, but

the Indian security forces called for an unconditional surrender.

Laltlenga wanted to be recognized by the Government of India

like the leaders of the underground Nagas, but Prime Minister

Indira Gandhi, preoccupied with the 1969 Congress split, did not

do this.
Mizoram was made a Union Territory in 1972, but the insurgency

continued though with reduced intensity than before. Between

19'12 andlgTT,Mizoram had a stable Congress Government led by

Chief Minister Chhunga. But the Chief Minister was losing popu-

larity to T. Sailo of the People's Conference, who was building him-

self up by denouncing the Central Government for alleged human

rights violations in the area. in 1975, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi

reitored Laldenga to counter the rise of Sailo. Laldenga was given

safe conduct by the Central Gr:vernment from his hideouts in

Pakistan and landed in New Delhi on 24 January L976.ln 1977 the

Janata Government in New Delhi declined to negotiate with him,

but he was invited back to the table after Indira Gandhi returned

to power in 1980.r' In 1982. while the nr:n-Congress Chief Minister

Sailo was facing the risk of reprisals in fighting the MNF (who had

served a'Quit Mizoram'notice on non-Mizo settlers), the Congress-

run Central Government was negotiating with Laldenga in New

Delhi.
The Congress made good use of Laldenga in its bid to overthrow

the non-congress government of sailo. [n the L984 elections to the

Mizoram Assembly, the Miz.oram Congress played a taped message

from Laldenga in alrnost every constituency. Sailo regretted:

U
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'Flere is a party which cries itself hoarse against separatist and
divisive forces and yet at election time takes the help of those very
f<rrces for the sake of a few votes."' Congress won the elections,
and as news spread that the Central Govelnment was about to
reach a settlement with Laldenga, one formel"minister in the Sailo
cabinet feared reprisals: 'Our worst fears have come true now. All
along, as we fought the MNF, the undergrounds used to say "let
Laldenga come back. We'll sort you otit". The threat has become a
reality now."'

Goxrrrrr or LrADrnsm gtBATEcrEg

Secessionisrn or separatisrn is not easy to deal with in any country.!
In the case of the Sikhs. the religious cleavage is reinforced by a
comrnon language and popuiation concen(ratir:n in a given area,
creating in the process a sense of sub-nationalism. The insurrection
among the hill people of Nagaland and Mizoram has been a result
r:f historical and racial separateness from lndian society fronr
trefore Independence. The contagion of insurgency has spread to
other northeastern States primarily because of the massive demo-
graphic changes that have takcn place in the area during the last
four decades. The descriptions given here point to two contrasting
approaches in dealing with such movernents. Nehru's approach
relied primarily on the provincial k:adership to deal with such
movements within a broad consensual framework of politics"
Nehru did n<lt meddle in state-level politics. He reserved for
himself and the Central Government the roie of a mediator or
conciliator. Even though he tradly wanted to separate the Naga
areas from Assam in early 1957, he did not act until the Chief
lVlinister of Assam agreed to it, and a broad consensus had emerged
to support it. Secondly, Nehru refused to negotiate directly with
any of the Naga rebels although he continued to impress on the
Assam Government the need tbr a peaceful settlement of the
problem. Finally, he encouragerJ rnoderates to form governments
as counterweights to the demands of extremists, successfully insti-
tutionalizing a political process that has stood the test of time.

In the case of Punjab, Nehru took three steps to stem the tide of
Aliali separatism. First, he had realized by the mid-fifties that

Eollcr ol Felrd L.aclfD lcl

Punjab needed a nationalist Sikh to head a Congress State

Government there. He had supported Bhim Sen Sachar since the

days of Partition, but he eventually favored a progressive Jat Sikh'
Partap Singh Kairon, who becanne chief rninister in 1956. Secondly,

he invoked strong nationalist feelings amonp! the Sikhs and generated

enough goodwill through the regional formula that the Akali Dal
merged with the Cr:ngress in 1956" Thirdly, he used Kairon as a

buffer between the mass politics of the Akalis and the Central
Government. Kairon stoori his ground an<J the Central Govern-
ment stayed insulated from any direct collision with separetist

sentiment., Allegations and complaints against Kairon did not
make the Prime Minister weaken his support for him. 'Kairon
pledged that he would not let a single leaf stir in Punjab, and

he lived up to the reputation he had built for himself as the "iron
man" of Punjab . . . . t{e organized several raids on gurdwaras tr:

arrest proclaimed offenders of the law and to confiscate arms and

ammunition. It was let out that the Governn:lent would even have

the police enter the Golden Temple when politically expeclient."5

Unlike Nehru, Prime lv{inister Indira Gandhi was not knrlwn as

a consensus-rnaker" Populist politics were introduced in ths 1970s

and came to erase lxrundaries between Union-level and State-level
politics. Over the years, rnanagement of State-level politics was

reduced to one principle: keep all state'leaders on perennial
probation. She enforced this principle by permitting state leaders

to keep their heads just above watet' but never allowing them to
master the tide. This reduced the trust and confidence in State

Governments that had been the hallmark of the Nehru years.

Unlike Nehru, she bypassed chief ministers itr directly negotiating
with the Naga and the Mizo rebels, recognizing in the process the

legitimacy of their untlerground operations. As far as she was

concerned, there was no need to take Congress chief ministers into
confidence because she was the Congress; there was no need to
oensult non-C.ongress chief ministers trecause they had no legilimacy

in her patrimonial regime.* At gra\ie personal risk, Chief N{inister

Shilu Ao broke away fronn the Phizo men in Nagaland, but he lost

his power and prestigc when the Government of India initiated
negotiations with the Phizo group in New Delhi over his head. In
Mizoram, Prime Minister Indira Garrdhi restored Laldenga to
counter the rise of T. Sailo, while not making L.C. Chhung, the

incumbent Congress Chief Minister, a part of the negotiations for
the future of Mizoram.

IEAGWAI| D. DUA
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In Punjab, the Congress was out of power between 1977-80
during which it tried to split the Akali Dal. In 1979 Giani Zail
Singh attempted to'embarrass the Akalis by financing and propping
up the extremists [led by Bhindranwale] who had their grievances
against the Akalis in thc SGPC elections."'Bhindranwale's candi-
dates lost the election. The Congress persuaders got to work on
him again, and he 'did what he could to assist the Congress (I) in
the 1980 State elections.'s In a way, 'there was a community of
interest, between the Government of Mrs. Indira Gandhi and the
Bhindranwale group, as both sought to destroy the power base of
the moderate Akali leadership.'3e In 1980, Giani Z.,ail Singh became
the Union Home Minister while Darbara Singh, his long-time rival
in the Punjab Congress, led the Punjab Government. Allegedly
patronized by Zail Singh, Bhindranwale now began to use a
double-edged sword. Besides undermining the strength of the
moderates in the Akali Dal, he made trouble for Darbara Singh.*
In August 1981, Bhindranwale was believed to have been involved
in the murder of Lala Jagat Narain but an extraordinary drama
preceded his arrest: 'The authorities allowed him to decide where
and how this will take place and he took the opportunity to
demonstrate his first show of strength-1U),000 people gathered at
Gurdwara Gudarshan Prakash. his Mehta headquarters, and at
least 20 were killed in the violence that followed his arrest. After
which he was released unconditionally.'n' After this episode,
Bhindranwale's armed followers began reprisal killings and taking
sanctuary in the Golden Ternple. Chief Minister Darbara Singh
wanted to enter the Temple to flustr out the terrorists, but said he
was 'stopped by Giani Zail Singh'.4z Moreover, the faqt that the
Chief Minister was not actively involved in negotiations between
Prirne Minister Indira Gandhi and the Akati Dal Made it wone for his
administration to maintain law and order in the State. His Govem-
ment was removed on 6 October 1983 under President's Rule, and
Frime Minister Indira Gandhi uudertook the respdnsibility of settling
the issues entirely on her own. She failed.

The Central Government led by Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi
from October 1984 to December 1989 inherited the federal problems
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discussed above, and a system that seemed on the verge cf collapne.

one commentator wondered whether the state had withered

away: the writ of the state did not run in large parts of the country'

disputes were being settled through 'frequent resort to firearms

and deployment of private armies. teams of bandits and in places

local militia composed of aggrieved and angry young people''3

chief ministers had been reduced to non-entities within their

own states, and the central Government had become the focus of
attention and attack. While it was expected that Rajiv Gandhi

would do .whatever it takes' to bring secessionist movements

irnder control, the general impression was that he would be more

like Nehru than Indira Gandhi in his style of administration. His

first task on the federal stage was perceived to be to disentangle

the Central Government from the vagaries of state-level politics

and to restore to it the role of a consensus-builder that it had lost

during the previous decades. This involved not only the restoration

of the mediating role of the Central Government, but also restor-

ation of the prestige and dignity due to the incumbents of State-

level institutions in a federal polity. Although it was hard to

change the course of the political system, there had to be confidence

inspiied in chief rninisters to deal with such problems on their own,

whlre necessary with the support of the Central Government. This

had been Nehru's approach to federalism, an approach that wamed

that the more the Central Government bypassed state govemments'

the more it risked its own atrophy' In general, the Rajiv Gandhi

Government did take some extraordinary political initiatives. But

in time it too seemed to follovr the interventionist policies of the

Indira Gandhi years.
Forexample,thelg85PunjabaccordwithSantl-ongowalaugured

well by ope.ning a dialogue between the central Government and

the Aialii, and also restoring the political process in the state. But

Haryana ancl Rajasthan, although directly affected by the Punjab

accord, were not made parties to it and both States prevented its

implementation.{ As Mr. Devi Lal put it: 'We shall not allow

Rajiv Gandhi to play with the interests of Haryana"'s Then the

Barnala government, seven months in office since September 1985,

was reduced to a minority when the Tohra-Badal faction coaxed

away 27 of 73 Akali legislators over the police action at the Golden

Temple in April 1986. Barnala demonstrated some strength against

pr".iur"u from the Akat Takht as long as he was supported by the

irunjab Congress. But his government was dismissed on 11 May

Surcn f9t4
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rejected these resolutions as 'potentially divisive'' In 1985' when

thl issue was forced in Parliament the Union Home Minister

warned there were very dangerous implications' However' Subash

Ct irit gt of the Gorkha Naiional Liberation Front (GNLF) usgd

the Milo accord as his blueprint' At first, the Congress unit in

West Bengal condemned his activities as secessionist' But it soon

had to chinge its stand when the Congress in New Delhi decided

to take advintage of the GNLF movement' Announcing that the

GNLF was not an anti-national organ2ation, Prime Minister Rajiv

Cunafti spoke in Darjeeling: 'If violence of the GNLF is bad' it is

"q""ify 
UuO tot ttre ipt-lvt cadres to tak:.lhe law into their own

hands'. . . . When a state government fails to maintain law and

order the people ur" t"*p,"d to take the law into their own hands'

If violenci is ischewed' we are ready to look at the arrangements

that shall satisfy the aspirations of the people of Darjeeling'"'

The message was clear to Ghisingh that the Prirne Minister of

InJi"-*u. wiiiing to open a dialogue with him, to the embarrass-

ment of the Weit Bengal state government: 'The Government at

the Centre is taken Uyltre GNLF as a friend and as being sympa-

thetictoitsformalstandwhilethestategovernrnentistreatedas
an enemy which is hostile to the creation of Gorkhaland''e On 28

Juno"ry igsz, Gt i.ingh was invited to New Delhi for talks with the

union i{o*" Ministerl The meeting did not resolve the Gorkhaland

issue, but marked a milestone in the evolution of Ghisingh's

GN|F to political respectability' The Basu government was

informed oi but not in;luded in the negotiations. Ghisingh was

uUt",o exploit these differences for some time by playing one level

of governlnent against the other' There would have been no resol-

utiin of the Gorkha problem if the Congress Central Government

did not eventually change its approach and throw its weight behind

the Basu government.sl
The Tripura accord concluded on 12 August 1988 is also revealing

of partisan behavior in the conduct of Union-State relations'

Uniit<e Nagaland, Mizoram and Manipur, secessionists in Tripura

have beeri indigenous hill people reduced to a minority of 29

percent of the population in the State because of the influx of

bengalis, mostly from Bangladesh' The CPI(M) wonthe-first State

eleciions in lgliwhen the po st-1g47 Bengali settlers had no voting

rights. The political balance shifted in favor of Cortgress as the

nJw settlers began to be enfranchised' In 1978' Congress lost

fo*"t to the CiI (M) who governed for the next ten years' In the

1987 on the pretext that it was unable to contain terrorism, when it
was no secret that the Central Government's action was dictated by
the necessity of the Congress to appease the electorate in Haryana
in the June 1987 polls, where many Hindus were resenting the
concessions that had been given to the Sikhs. This severely affected
the credibility of the Rajiv Gandhi Government in resolving the
Punjab crisis.

The Mizo accord of 1986 weakened the federal process further
in seeming to find an easy solution to a cornplex problem. It was
one thing for the Rajiv Gandhi Government to keep the dialogue
open with Laldenga, as initiated by Indira Gandhi, but it was quite
another to make the underground leader an overground Chief
Minister of Mizoram without calling an election! Even the President
of India had reservations about this accord. 'Ihe Government of
India had 'given too many concessions to Laldenga-concessions
which had been originally rejected by Mrs. Gandhi.'* And yet
power was transferred to Laldenga by sacrificing the duly elected
Congress-led Gr:vernment of Mizoram. Although it was a Congress-
led Government that was displaced, and the Congress had won the
1984 Assembly elections because of the support given to it by
Laldenga, the integrity of political institutions was nevertheless
compromised in the process.

Laldenga won the 1987 state elections, but now was undermined
by defections induced by Congress and brought down in September
1988. Laldenga hinted at a fresh phase ofinsurgency but the threat
did not work. The &ntrai Govemrnent hastily imposed President's
Rule and dissolved the Assembly minutes before it was to meet to
hear the Speaker's decision atrout the dissident members of the
ruling party. Laldenga said he did not believe 'that Mr. Rajiv
Gandhi would sign an accord with us only to back out after some
time.'a' The January L989 elections returned the Congress to
power.s

The process with respect to the Gorkha accord signed in August
1988 reveals sonre interesting lessons in centre-state politics.
Gorkha demands for separation from the West Bengal Govern-
ment in Calcutta go back many years. 'fhe Comrnunists always
supported regional autonomy for the Gorkhas; and the CPI(M)
stood by its commitment when it carne to power in Calcutta. The
Jyoti Basu Government in 1978 and 1981 resolved in the State
legislature asking the Central Government to grant regional auto-
nomy to its three hill sub-divisions, but the Central Government
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February 1988 polls, Congress, in coalition with the Tripura Upjati
Juba Samiti (TUJS), formed a Government again. Two under-
ground organizations-Binonda Jamatia's All Tripura People's
Liberation Organization (ATPLO) and Bijoy Hrankhal's Tribal
National Volunteers (TNV)-have been the major source of riots
and anti-Bengali violence since 1978. The TNV has been closely
associated with both the Mizo National Frr:nt and the overground
but separatist TUJS.

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi had tried to undermine the CPI(M)
government but failed even after the Congress formed an alliance
with the secessionist TUJS in the 1983 State elections. Two years
later, the Congress tried to gain some local support when it joined
hands with the TUJS in elections to the Tribal Arcas District
Council. It gained a foothold in the Council but the CPI(M) won
the majority of seats. The CPI(M) Government of Nripen
Chakravarti had followed a carrot and stick policy towards the
underground rebels but was ineffective in controlling the violence
of the TNV. Prior to the February i988 polls, the Congress-TUJS
alliance promised that it will bring'tNV's insurgency under control.
In the last week of January, however, the TNV went on a rampage
and killed more than a hundred non-tribal people. The Central
Government declared the entire state a disturbed area, imposed
Army rule, and conducted the elections. After the CPI(M)
Government was defeated at the polls, the TNV's raids came to a
sudden stop. Six months later, Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi and
the Congress-led Central Governrnent signed a surprise peace
accord with the TNV. It was certainly a feat well accomplished.
But it was widely reported later that both the Congress and the
TUJS had connived with the TNV prior to the polls and the TNV
was rewarded for the services rendered in unseating the CPI(M)
Government.52

Although there w;s no Naga accord, the leaders of the Nationalist
Socialist Council of Nagaland were in New Delhi since November
L988 in the hope of a rewarding settlement. The Central Govern-
ment had invited them for a dialogue, promised them honour and
protection like the Mizo insurgents, and tried to expedite a settle-
ment so that it could claim the credit before the January 1989 polls
in the State. The Nagaland election was crilical for the Congress in
view of its losses in several other slates. The Central Government
at first imposed President's Rule in the state in August 1988 and
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denied the opportunity to the opposition to form the Government.

Thereafter, 
-Cong."tt 

used the expertise of S'C' Jamir, who was

dismissed as chief Minister in L986, to establish contacts with the

NSCN leaders for a quick solution in New Delhi. Finally, it re-

inducted S.C. Jamir to lead the party in Nagaland, and disowned

Hokishe Sema, the nationalist chief Minister (1969a4;1986-88),

who had surviyed several attacks on his life for being tough on the

underground rebels. After Jamir was reinstalled as the chief
Minisilr of Nagaland and Congress won the elections, the Central

Government seemed in no hurry to negotiate a peace accord with

the NSCN leaders."

Goxcr.uorox

While some accords r-nay be better than none, brittle opportunistic

settlements not only undermine the credibility of those who conclude

them but also leave a trail of extreme bitterness behind them when

they are breached. Power without politics is the characteristic of a

patrimonial regime. Federalism, in contrast, is both a constitutional

and a politi"ui pro""rr. It is a constitutional process in the sense

that the differint levels of government are delimited in their

political space by the federal constitution. It is a political process in

ih" ."nr"ihat each level of government tries to maximize its given

space in the political system through inter-governmental negoti-

ations and bargains.
A balanced federal system is one in which there are no clear

winners and losers between the two levels of government, and

where the art of diplomacy successfully transfers every serious

conflict to the arena of consensus. In the process of building this

consensus, it is important for the federal elite in New Delhi to

remember that there is no 'shot-gun' approach to resolving critical

issues in a federal system, and that the stability of a federal polity

depends on a proper boundary-maintenance between the two levels

of Governm"nt. Thir was the essential message of the Sarkaria

commission which proposed a few more avenues of consultation

between the central Government and the states and, at the same

time, indicted the politicians for having disoriented the existing
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constitutional arrangements through their normless behavior. The
more the Central Government bypasses state governments in a
hasty approach to control separatist forces, the more it undermines
not only its own capability and credibility but also that of the state
governments to domesticate such forces. When a state government
stops functioning-as it does when its chief minister lives in constant
fear of being replaced by the very 'trouble-makers, he or she is
supposed to control; or when the Central Government does not
hesitate to use secessionist movements for partisan gains; or when
the Central Government makes itself the exclusive agent for
negotiating deals with secessionists{hen the Central Government
stops functioning too. This, however, does not mean that the
political system should not respect diversities or that there should
be no accords to accommodate alienated minorities in the system.
It means that the Central Government must adopt a consensual
approach in tesolving such matters, and be more objective between
its partisan interests and its national responsibilities.
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